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Striving to build
cybersecurity industry city
After the functional
orientation of the modern food
industry and airport-based
manufacturing industry, the Wuhan
Airport Economic Development
Zone (AEDZ) is taking up a
historic new role as a
cybersecurity industrial base. It is a
heavy responsibility and
entrustment and a glorious
national mission. Considering the
development history and current
situation of each national
development zone, it is a unique
and clear goal to accelerate the
construction of the first city of the
national cybersecurity industry.
With such a precious
opportunity at hand, we are the
only one who can cultivate
cybersecurity talent and strengthen
the cybersecurity industry.
With the launch of six
projects, the construction of the
National Cybersecurity Talent and
Innovation Base (NCTIB) is in full
swing, marking a good start for
AEDZ in the layout of the
network information industry. For

the purpose of carrying out the
strategic layout of the Wuhan
Municipal People's Government
and living up to the unique
national development expectation
of "cybersecurity institute plus
innovation valley", AEDZ is striving
to meet the new challenge by
starting from scratch and
progressing steadily.
The first city of cybersecurity
is people-oriented. Cyberspace is
the spiritual land of millions of
people, so it is in the interests of
the people to strengthen
cybersecurity. The overall
cybersecurity will be improved by
developing a national cybersecurity
base to build an open learning
and exchange environment where
new ideas will emerge through
cooperation and interaction.
The first city of cybersecurity
is talent-centered. Our national
cyberspace talent cultivating system
remains relatively backward.
Therefore, by means of
innovation, the Institute for State
Cybersecutiry will attract high-level

talent, and also develop reserve
forces. The base will enhance
openness and cooperation,
strengthen system construction and
competitive training to further
improve the talent-professional
strength and promote the research
and development of core
technology and the public
education of cybersecurity.
The first city of cybersecurity
is innovation-driven. During the
first year after the settlement of
the base in AEDZ, various
construction projects are
proceeding in an orderly manner.
A number of domestic first-class
colleges and universities are
bringing in talent and running
schools, and well-known
enterprises and research institutions
are racing to be a part of it. We
believe that with the completion of
all the projects, the settlement of
talent, and the operation of
enterprises, AEDZ will constantly
produce outstanding achievements
to serve the people, benefit the
country and even the world.
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